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A. The Structure and Nature of Economic Law

Economic law, as a branch of law, emerged from the traditions of commercial law, private and administrative law, in response to the regulatory needs of the post-World-War-II mixed economies and the welfare state. Next to human rights and constitutional law, which predominantly shaped post-war legal orders, economic law amounts to a prime and precise public good upon which the human rights, welfare and prosperity of millions of people critically depend. It essentially defines the scope of opportunities for individu- als and of distributive justice in a given society. Much ink has been used in attempts to define its scope and nature more precisely — to no avail. The field entails a wide range of subjects, encompassing rules on companies, business transactions, taxation, competition, government procurement, investment, intellectual property, regulation of trade and finance, securities and monetary law, protection of health and the environment and labour relations. It deals with a wide range of actors: companies, producers, consumers, workers, and citizens. Horizontally, it cuts across the classical divide of private and public law. Core areas of private law, in particular contracts and torts, are of key importance to economic law. Likewise, constitutional law and administrative law deeply inform the shape and operation of economic law. Education and health care, and thus prime areas of governmental and para-statal activities in most countries are an essential prerequisite to the successful operation of economic law. In fact, almost any field of law, including penal law, is of relevance to economic relations. Vertically, economic law entails regulations on all layers of governance: local, national, regional and international. It has been at the forefront of the globalization and regionalization of law, the centre of which was formerly within the nation state. European Community law emerged first and foremost as economic law. Most areas of domestic economic law today find partial correlations in international law which, in turn, feeds back into domestic law. International trade law,
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albeit considered marginal for a long time, has moved centre stage with the World Trade Organization (WTO) in addressing and harnessing globalization. Economic law has studied for a complex phenomenon of principles, rules and regulations dealing in a very broad sense with the legal structures and procedures relating to the production, trade and consumption of goods and services, both domestic and international. It employs a wide range of regulatory approaches, which will be discussed shortly.

There is no point in seeking to define the subject matter of economic law more precisely. New areas may be added as policy makers so decide. No inferences can be drawn from notions defined in the operation of the law. It is sufficient to recall the diversity and breadth of topics to be considered. Thus, of course, renders the task of this paper rather difficult, if not impossible. An assessment of the impact of economic law, even though limited to international economic law, on state and society is impossible to achieve in specific terms. Such work requires the detailed analysis of distinct and widely divergent regulatory areas. Given these constraints, the paper thus seeks to focus on a number of structural issues in order to assess their impact on state and society. It first turns to the dichotomy of harmonisation and regulatory competition. The second part then elaborates the constitutional functions of international economic law. In the third part, it addresses the impact and implications of basic principles of non-discrimination on structures of governance such as state sovereignty. In doing so, it mainly focuses on the law of the World Trade Organization. Part five turns to the impact on society, especially the problems of international distributive justice, as one of the main challenges, and asks how the problem could be addressed in terms of structure and procedures both on the international and domestic levels of governance. The paper concludes with an overview of some of the challenges ahead.

B. Regulatory Competition versus Harmonization

The nation state has been built upon the idea of harmonization of law, creating equal conditions of competition for all actors within its jurisdiction. Economic law emerged after the period of the great civil law codifications, and its rules are scattered in a great variety of different instruments and sources. Fragmented as it is, it nevertheless seeks to bring about harmonization within states. Internationally, nation states largely operate under the doctrine of regulatory competition. While it is questionable to depict notions competing in economic terms, nation states define conditions of competition for their operations relevant for domestic and export markets. They protect domestic industries and consumers in the mercantilist tradition of the emerging nation state and they promote exports. Or, they expose producers, to the benefit of consumers, to foreign competition by reducing or eliminating trade barriers. Mixed regulatory forms can be observed within federal states. On the one hand, they centralize and harmonize and on the other hand, they operate under decentralized regulatory competition, for example in taxation. Constitutional principles, such as economic freedom, or the interstate commerce clause, arbitrate between the two approaches and seek to render them compatible, channelling regulatory competition.

The same pattern can be observed in international economic law. The structure of EC-law follows the logic of mixing regulatory competition and harmonization of law. The four freedoms channelled domestic law, combating discrimination and regulations that are excessively restrictive to the extent that they serve protectionist purposes which cannot be justified by legitimate policy goals and competing legal principles, in particular human rights. Regulatory approaches range from full harmonization in ordinances and exclusive central competence, to partial harmonization in directives, to the principles of equivalence, mutual recognition and home-state rule (Cassis-de-Dijon) and, finally, to classical forms of international reciprocity and cooperation. On the global level, the law of the WTO shows similar patterns. The principles of non-discrimination, which will be discussed shortly, channel domestic law with a view to creating equal conditions of competition for domestic and foreign products alike. WTO law partly harmonizes the law, such as rules on trade remedies or intellectual property protection in terms of minimal standards. To a large degree, however, it operates on the principle of progressive liberalization, defining market access in individualized schedules, taking into account levels of social and economic development. This is true both for tariffs and services. Equivalence and mutual recognition are much less present as the global system cannot be compared to the high levels of integration witnessed within nations and within the European Union. On an international level, mutual recognition agreements are typically concluded on either a bilateral or a regional basis. Since the Uruguay round, the WTO has developed from mere negative integration to some basic approaches of positive integration for example in the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).

Beyond formal harmonization and regulation, economic law of large market powers extent considerable influence in bringing about de facto harmonization and apprehension. In this field, the traditions of comparative law loom large. Switzerland is a case in point. Situated at the crossroads of Latin and Germanic cultures, its laws have always been strongly influenced by both cultures. More recently, EC-law – often amalgamating these traditions, including Anglo-Saxon law and the traditions of Nordic law – is being adopted unilaterally under so-called policies of eurocompatibility, notwithstanding that Switzerland is not formally a member of the Union. In addition to bilateral agreements, formally importing EC-law under the guise of equivalence and in the form of mainly static international agreements to preserve formal sovereignty and independence, EC-law has thus become a major reference point in Swiss legal developments, bringing about substantial de facto harmonization with community law. Exemptions exist only in sensitive areas and niches, such as banking regulations and taxation. In turn, deviations and off-shore policies are under increasing pressure to the extent that they bear Member States of the Union. Many countries around the world seeking access to the large and prosperous EU market face similar challenges and as a result they adopt policies comparable to those of the EU. These informal influences are not limited to small and medium-sized countries.
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strongly dependent upon access to larger markets. For example, European companies operating in the United States stock markets are bound to respect new accounting standards under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, exerting considerable structural influences on such companies incorporated under European domestic law. It remains to be seen to what extent the Act will exert long-term effects on European regulations and competitiveness. It is unclear at this stage whether the Act will lead to efforts at harmonization or whether it will reinforce the traditions of regulatory competition in the field of company law.

Formal and informal pressures to adjust to rules and regulations of major markets thus amount to an important feature of today's economic law. It may be the modern tool and form for building empires. International economic law, formally linking different regulations and jurisdictions, is perhaps no more than the tip of an iceberg within the universe of economic law. It begins the question of how these processes influence allocation of powers in real terms. Evidently, they profoundly challenge the traditional perceptions of national sovereignty and independence of states. Hence, the question arises of how the international system as a whole should respond to them in terms of allocating formal decision-making powers. The problem thus turns into one of constitutional law. It goes way beyond how it has traditionally been perceived as constituting the sovereign nation state under the Westphalian system. Economic law, however defined, profoundly challenges traditional patterns. It calls for a new doctrine of constitutionalism. At the same time, international economic law exerts a profound influence on societies at large. Globalization and regionalization shape the workplace, lifestyles, opportunities, and costs alike. The complexity of the law leaves many people puzzled and destabilized. Largely unknown to the public at large, it is often subject to populist movements calling for enhanced protection and revival of national virtues. These concerns, in return, feed back into the realm of constitutional structures. They need to be taken into account in shaping new doctrines of governance able to cope with the challenge of globalization.

C. Constitutional Functions of International Economic Law

Within the myriad rules and regulations of international economic law, a few fundamental rules stand out. They amount to basic principles of law, deriving from the principle of equality and they are of a constitutional nature, establishing the very foundations upon which a particular regime is based.1 For the WTO, these principles relate to non-discrimination in its different forms. They include principles of transparency and access to legal protection, all seeking to bring about equal conditions of competition for foreign and domestic products alike. They are fundamental in addressing and avoiding rent-seeking protectionism by nation states. In EC-law, these principles are embodied in the Four Freedoms – free movement of goods, of services, of capital, and free movement of persons and establishment. While the substantive principles of the WTO are essentially limited to non-discrimination, the Four Freedoms also include the principle of proportionality of a regulation, transgressing de jure and de facto discrimination. In WTO law, proportionality applies in effect in assessing restrictions imposed on non-discrimination in the pursuit of other legitimate policy goals, in particular public health and environmental protection. Overall, however, WTO-law does not amount to levels of protection and integration comparable to those of EU-law or domestic constitutional law. The basic functions of the fundamental rules, however, are comparable. Importantly, they share structural traits with established principles of domestic constitutional law.

Principles of non-discrimination as well as market freedoms have important horizontal and vertical effects. The principle of most-favoured-nation (MFN) treatment, an expression and variation of the principle of non-discrimination, ensures that all benefits granted to a third party are immediately and unconditionally extended to all members of the WTO agreements. MFN, in other words, ensures equal conditions for all imported like products on a particular market.2 Legal exemptions exist, but need to comply with a number of criteria seeking to reduce trade distortions. The principle of national treatment, the other important expression of non-discrimination, compares foreign and domestic products. It requires that competing foreign products are not treated less favourably than like or substitutable domestic products. Again, important exemptions exist, and they also need to meet certain criteria and requirements. Both these principles thus operate as a check on domestic policies and law. Likewise, the principles of transparency, in particular those relating to the publicity of rules and regulations, and the right to seek judicial review of domestic determinations in trade policy, have structural effects in domestic law, as they require and prescribe minimal procedural standards which Members need to meet.3 Other prescriptive rules of international economic law have similar effects. But more than anything else, non-discrimination and transparency exert a structural impact on domestic law which applies across the board. They establish a vertical relationship between the principles of international economic law and domestic law. Such a relationship, it is submitted, is comparable to the structural effects found in constitutional law. The freedom of economic activity (Wirtschaftsfreiheit) in the European constitutional tradition, or the right to establishment, offer comparable checks not only on federal law, but also, and perhaps most importantly on the law of sub-federal entities. In that respect, they are comparable to the function of the Intransigent Commerce Clause in the US-Constitution and the due process clauses, requiring sub-federal units to meet certain procedural standards.

A functional comparison of these principles allows them to be considered as part of an overall and mutually supportive constitutional structure.4 They have comparable functions in relation to different layers of governance. We may refer to this as a five-storey house, with local, cantonal, national, regional and international or global layers of law. States may not distinguish different layers within their jurisdiction. They may not be part
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of regional integration, but there are at least the two layers of domestic and international law which interact in the same vein.

D. Multilayered Governance and the Impact on State Sovereignty

The principles of non-discrimination, much like the four freedoms in EC law, operate as a check on nation states and the sub-national levels. In doing so, an additional layer of governance is established on the international level.12 Such governance is exercised in and by the application of constitutional principles, adjudication and dispute settlement and the authority granted to enforce rights by means of trade sanctions and the withdrawal of market access rights of the infringing party. This layer also entails legislative work in and by treaty negotiations. Rules further elaborate the principles of non-discrimination and transparency. They go beyond those basic principles and have entered into legal harmonization. These rules are based upon authority delegated by Member States by means of international agreements. At heart, they essentially seek to prevent and remedy failures that have arisen within nation states, the political process of which inherently privileges domestic producers and tends to neglect interests relating to imported products which are much less well represented in the political process of domestic decision-making operating under democratic majority rule or strong executive powers. Economists have called this the lock-in effect of international economic law;13 binding governments to comply with existing commitments and therefore being more successful in fending off protectionist claims. From the point of view of constitutional law, the functions are similar to those of constitutional rights which operate as a check not only on national legislation, but also on the courses of action taken at the sub-national levels. Similarly, these rights lock-in these levels of governance and balance majority-based national and sub-national laws and policies which may be in violation of these rights and principles. It is very important to recognize the compensatory function of WTO-principles and rules. They are profound emanations of the rule of law and the protection of legitimate expectations. By dividing political power among different levels of action and among different actors, they provide checks and balances on a vertical level.14 In doing so, they contribute to the overall legitimacy of the system of multilayered governance, even though they may cut against majority ruling and thus seemingly be at odds with democratic principles. They are a public good of profound and critical importance.

Equating domestic and international law in terms of constitutional law is highly controversial. Constitutional scholars insist that that constitutional law is inherently limited to the nation state and the prerequisite of a homogeneous society.15 It cannot be extended to the realm of international law and a world highly fragmented and short of shared values and culture. Moreover, WTO law is frequently challenged from the point of view of democratic legitimacy.16 It is argued that the diplomatic process, followed in its making and even legal harmonization, is not sufficiently inclusive and deliberative in relation to stakeholders, in particular non-governmental organizations defending the global commons. Similar arguments of democratic deficiencies are made to relation to the European Union.17 It is argued that the enhanced role of the European Parliament in legislation under the treaties following Maastricht, in particular the Reform or Lisbon Treaty, still fails to remedy the deficit in light of a lack of homogeneity in the European society and public at large comparable to the nation state.

The doctrine of multilayered governance, on the other hand, seeks to understand the overall regime in comprehensive constitutional terms. It seeks to interface different layers of governance and to bring about greater coherence. The effort is not meant to challenge traditional perceptions of constitutional law. Rather, it seeks to bring about an overall regime which is able to preserve and protect the very values post-war constitutionalism sought in the age of globalization. While profound differences remain between different layers of governance in terms of decision-making, it is submitted that all layers share common features and principles as they are all human endeavours, responding to comparable problems of human interaction. They all share common principles and traits many of which emerged in economic and international economic law. An overall and comprehensive understanding of constitutionalism also allows the identification of complementary and compensatory functions and areas where further work and reappraisal of different layers is needed in terms of decision-making processes. Thus, efforts to enhance inclusiveness can and should be made, in particular where the law is fed into harmonization and exceeds the operation of constitutional principles. The legitimacy of the WTO principles of non-discrimination and transparency, however, is firmly based upon the idea of rule of law and equality are inherently legitimate and do not need additional support by means of democratic processes of decision-making.18 Their operation makes an important contribution to fair relations among nations and to
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the protection of minorities not sufficiently represented in domestic political processes. They are important ingredients in keeping the peace among nations—a key ingredient and risk of international law. Per, by their very operation, and based upon past experience, they contribute to enhancing the welfare of nations. Just as much as fundamental constitutional rights, they are inherent to democracy and good governance. They stand for the rule of law, and in many countries, the principles of international economic law in fact operate as a surrogate for domestic constitutional structures and make up for the lack of transparent political processes and an independent judicial branch. They shape the political process, but may at times oppose majority ruling in defence of individuals. Like fundamental rights, they primarily rely upon due process and fair judicial avenues and enforcement. In the case of the WTO, principles of non-discrimination are essentially enforced by the dispute settlement mechanism. The Dispute Settlement Understanding with its two-step system of panels and Appellate Body review offers the most advanced and successful system of dispute settlement in international law. The fact that most rulings are swiftly implemented by governments provides evidence of high levels of acceptance and thus the legitimacy of the system.

The law of the WTO thus exerts a profound influence on domestic processes and structures. It limits the regulatory freedom of governments in the pursuit of particular interests of nations. Like EU law, WTO law has a strong impact on traditional patterns of state sovereignty. Indeed, the perception of multi-layered governance in international economic law requires new perceptions of sovereignty. While EU Members clearly find themselves in an era of post-nation states, strongly embedded in economic law of the Union, it is less clear to what extent WTO law, in principle, exerts comparable effects, albeit to a lesser degree.

Principles of international economic law are largely treaty-based. From a formal point of view, the sovereignty of nations is not affected as they have consented to the application and enforcement of these rules, entailing limitations to the exercise of political discretion on domestic affairs. It is a matter of calculated transfer of sovereignty and not—as some politicians, especially from the national conservative perspective argue—a loss of sovereignty. On substance, however, principles and the body of WTO law have profound implications on the structure of domestic governance. The emerging system of multilayered governance brings about important changes in the allocation of powers, without changing a word of the domestic constitutions. This is also true for informal influences on domestic policies, such as the unilateral modification of national law to achieve harmonisation with the law of other, larger market economies. Firstly, the operation of the WTO essentially enhances the role of the executive branch of government. Negotiations are led by administrations and diplomats, primarily responsible to the executive branch. The know-how to lead negotiations is vested in these bodies. In the design of new legal regimes relating to international economic law, the role of legislators is reduced as a corollary. Except for in the United States, for decades parliament has not been much interested, or involved, in the formation of international economic law. As the subject mainly dealt with issues of co-existence and cooperation among states, domestic law was not substantially affected. The focus on non-tariff barriers has inherently led treaty-making to deal with matters of domestic concern, ranging from domestic support in agriculture to intellectual property rights and regulatory regimes of services. Rules have increasingly affected other policy areas and limited the powers of legislators to adopt regimes of their liking. More and more, the main structural elements of a regime are predetermined by international rules and principles. They leave parliaments and legislators dependent upon solutions agreed to by the executive branch on international layers of governance. As a result, the power allocation between the executive branch and legislators shifts further, in addition to important domestic functions of administrations in preparing legislation. The power to consent to important agreements remains. However, as such agreements cannot be unilaterally changed, and often come as part of a package deal, parliaments are left with the option either to take or leave the matter—the latter option being linked to substantial political costs. The development of international economic law has thus been at the forefront in increasing the role and powers of parliaments in the process of preparing treaties, and during the treaty-making process. Procedures of informal consultation and participation in delegations emerged commensurate with the particularities of different constitutional settings. Except for the United States Congress, democratic control of international trade policy and law has not been substantially reinforced in most countries, and much work still lies ahead as international economic law grows further in the process of globalization.

Secondly, international economic law potentially enhances the role of courts. The traditional reluctance to deal with foreign affairs and instead to leave them to the executive branch as a matter of international relations, is no longer acceptable. Moreover, traditional restraints to reviewing domestic economic legislation in the field of administrative law, limiting control to administrative and exorbitant of discretionary powers, no longer match the detailed review of legislation and decisions which takes place under the Dispute Settlement Understanding of the WTO. It results in what we have called a paradox of judicial review. Courts are bound to expand substantive review and to develop adequate standards of review which are compatible with the overall system of multilayered governance. In this context, there is significant controversy over the extent to which they should turn towards giving principles and rules of international economic law direct effect, beyond the doctrine of consistent interpretation. WTO law does not oblige Members to impose direct effect in their domestic legal systems. In the United States, courts are barred by legislation from giving direct effect to WTO law. The European Court of Justice, essentially adopting a judicial policy of reciprocity, has ruled likewise; furthermore it excluded direct effect of adopted WTO decisions as a
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foundation for claims to compensation and state responsibility. The issue of direct effect is often dealt with as a technical issue of treaty interpretation. Traditional standards applied elsewhere, essentially rely upon an assessment as to whether the rule in question is sufficiently clear and precise. Research shows that the assessment should be based upon the concept of justiciability. Courts should assess whether an issue is suitable to be decided by courts and judicial proceedings. Answers do not inherently depend upon the formulation of principles and rules. Rather, the question is whether the subject matter falls within the constitutional provinces of the court and whether courts are best suited to assess the matter. This implies an analysis in terms of separation of powers and checks and balances under a given constitutional system. It entails determination of judicial policies in terms of restraint and activism. It also entails issues of excluding direct effect on the basis of a political questions doctrine. Importantly, the approach allows more nuanced replies to be given than the current wholesale exclusion of direct effect which we find in US and EC law. While direct effect will be given in some constellations, it will be refused in others, leaving implementation to the legislature or the executive branch. Issues having major policy and institutional implications in international economic law will be left to these bodies. Others, the implications of which are contained in or related to procedural issues, may well fall within the province of the courts commensurate with their respective positions in a given constitutional system. A new generation of judges will have to leave past hands-off approaches behind them and find their proper and coherent role in multilayered governance.27

These repercussions indicate that international economic law has not remained without substantial impact on the structure of states, in particular the allocation of powers among the different branches of government. However, these shifts do not affect the strong position of states on the whole. It is often argued that globalization and the shift of law making to international bodies substantially reduces the scope and power of states. The evidence does not support this assertion. States remain in control of international law making the WTO like the other international organizations outside the European Union lacks supranational power. The process in these international organizations is still member-driven and decisions essentially depend upon consensus of powerful states. While the US and the EU were able to control the process up to the conclusion of the Uruguay Round in 1993, subsequent negotiations under the Doha Development Agenda have included emerging economies, in particular Brazil, India, and China as additional critical players. The world of international economic relations again is multipolar. Yet, the critical role is not limited to these leaders. The activities of all states have been growing: they are assuming more responsibilities, rather than fewer – despite the rhetoric of neo-liberalism. The process of liberalization calls for adequate and strong safety nets, protecting citizens during the processes of economic transformation and adjustment. Liberalisation of markets has to go hand in hand with welfare policies. Where they fail or are nonexistent, liberalization and division of labour are bound to be rejected in the political process. Moreover, international economic law depends upon implementation and enforcement by states. Within a system of multilayered governance, the bulk of powers and work is bound to remain with democratically elected governments and thus
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E. The Impact on Society

Societies show widely diverging levels of economic and social development. Moreover, they have varying attitudes to law and to compliance with it. As for states, it is therefore impossible to assess the impact of international economic law except in very general terms, and from a structural perspective. WTO law is not an end in itself. It serves the purpose of enhancing human welfare and sustainable development and growth while preserving and protecting the environment and the exhaustible natural resources of the globe. Within WTO law, these goals are pursued by means of progressive liberalization and regulation of international trade in goods and services and thus a philosophy of welfare-enhancing international division of labour. Ever since the GATT entered into force in 1947, tariffs on industrial goods have been reduced from an average of 40% to some 4% in eight trade rounds. Non-tariff barriers have been addressed and reduced, contributing to ever increasing levels of world trade. The progressive creation of equal conditions of competition has greatly enhanced global welfare in industrialized and service-based economies. International trade has made a critical contribution to the wealth of nations and people since World War II. Societies have prospered and changed at an unprecedented degree – at the price of hard work and enhanced competition. Pressures to specialize and to realize labour have increased. In addition, the success of an open trading and investment system in creating overall growth and welfare has gone hand in hand with enhanced exploitation and depletion of natural resources, culminating in climate change. Environmental protection emerged as an area of vital importance and will increasingly influence and shape trade policy instruments.

While benefits are taken for granted, the need to adjust and restructure vulnerable sectors of the economy and the environment has called for protection and often translates into opposition to free trade and open markets. While societies prosper, they suffer at the same time from losses of political control and self-determination as a result of opening of markets and exposure to structural changes. This "sense of vulnerability", or economic insecurity, has increased as the growing integration of states all over the world.
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enthencation of textiles and agriculture. They are still reluctant to liberalize services in return, fearing competition and loss of sovereign control over key sectors. Equally, and in their own way, they are confronted with painful adjustments. Current talks under the Doha Development Agenda have faced obstacles to progress since 2001 due to conflicting interests in liberalizing agriculture in industrialized countries and services in developing countries.

In these processes, in industrialized and developing countries alike, international economic law not only faces the challenge of inducing growth and structural adjustment, but also the problem that it does not bring about per se fair distribution of income and wealth within countries. Indeed, WTO law and large trade agreements like the TTIP as a black box. It does not ensure that benefits trickle down to all people alike. It is merely concerned with macro-economic growth of economies. It does not engage in domestic distributive operations. This task is left to domestic law and policy in industrialized and developing countries alike. While international economic law is a prerequisite for justice, fair distribution depends upon domestic constitutional structures of governance and values in society. Democrats tend to bring such distribution about; the wealthy are accepted as long as all strata of society gain from an open trading system. In many countries, however, income disparities have increased due to a lack of the middle classes and democratic governance. Increasing imbalances are politically attributed to international economic law and undermine its acceptance and legitimacy. The question thus arises of the extent to which international economic law should become more prescriptive and interventionist in domestic political processes. For example, it is striking to compare international levels of protection of intellectual property with the absence of international disciplines when it comes to real property. International law is limited to investment protection and compensation in matters of expropriation and takings. Neither prescribes nor supports law in the creation of fair conditions in real property and land ownership. Many countries still do not have land registration in place, and property cannot be used as collateral for investment much needed in rural areas. International economic law could do more to support these foundations of prosperity and of fairness at home.

In terms of impact on society, issues of legitimacy of WTO rules therefore predominately relate to the fate of populations in developing and least-developed countries. While welfare enhancing effects among industrialized countries are well established and widely recognized and negative effects can be absorbed by developed social policies, 30
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sérious doubts still persist in relation to developing and least-developed countries and thus a large group of some 100 countries. However, developing countries and transitional economies do better than often thought. Recent trends and statistics show that growth in exports of merchandise from developing and least-developed countries has outperformed that of rich countries (EU and US). As a consequence, in 2006, the export share of developing countries exceeded one third of total world exports. Importantly, least-developed countries have been growing rapidly, mainly due to high mineral and petrol prices, but they started from such low levels that their share is still minor. Exports from least-developed countries still represent less than 1% of world trade.

Overall, the true weaknesses of the world trading system therefore lie in an inability to substantially stimulate growth and trade for least-developed countries. Although the WTO tries to differentiate between developed and developing countries with "special and differential treatment" provisions, the system only takes effect once countries reach a certain level of development. The fact, for example, that there was a poverty reduction by more than 260 million people over 1990-2004 is mainly based on massive poverty reduction in China. In many countries, inequality has increased. Countries therefore have to take off on their own. They obtain little support for doing so from international economic law. International trade law, based on equal conditions of competition, reflects a liberal approach and fails to deal appropriately with those left out in the first place. Current developments which focus on preferential trade agreements among industrialized and emerging economies further reinforce such tendencies. The long-term legitimacy of the system therefore will depend upon enhanced capacities to fight poverty and to bring about substantial and effective aid for trade. An open trading system is beneficial to all, provided that it brings about thinking policies for supporting least-developed countries in the process of diversification, product development and building international marketing skills. It cannot afford to leave issues of distributive justice within societies unaddressed in the coming years and decades.

F. The Challenges Ahead

The main challenges lie within countries and members of the international trading system. Domestic reforms, capacity building and education need to prepare them for globalization. Yet, we are faced with the challenge of how best international economic law may support these efforts – beyond classical forms of concessionary aid. To what extent are rules of international law able to support the process?

Firstly, international economic law needs to reflect widely diverging levels of social and economic development. The principles of progressive liberalization in goods and services allow for individualization, but fail to apply in areas of standard setting and harmonization such as in the TRIPS agreement. Past and current philosophies of special and differential treatment for developing countries have largely failed. With the exception of the unilateral concessions granted by industrialized countries under the Enabling Clause, these preferences are important, albeit they fail to cover all items of importance to developing countries. Although developing countries continue to seek enhancement and further exemptions, many of them (except emerging economies) have been left in a state of inferior and not fully integrated membership of the WTO, often in a less good position to combat domestic economic protectionism and rent-seeking due to the lack of international obligations in the field. The initiative of the EU to include everything but arms and the effort to multilateralize the approach are steps in the right direction.

Alternatives to special and differential treatment which reflect factual differences in the operation of the law much more effectively need to be found. International law has failed to establish operational and objective criteria to assess the status of countries under the doctrine of sovereign equality. The transitions between industrialized, emerging, transitional and developing countries are smooth and are not suitable to provide a foundation for making appropriate legal distinctions. Modalities of graduation should be found which allow taking economic factors and indicators into account in the process of applying and implementing rules of international economic law. Wherever suitable, rules should be framed in a manner which allows such differences to be taken into account. Examples to this effect already exist in WTO law. Future rules should build upon this model. A single set of rules, taking such factors into account, will allow automatic graduation to be brought about. In addition, recourse to scheduling and thus individualization may also offer alternative avenues in the field of non-tariff barriers. No longer will it be necessary to distinguish developed and developing countries, with the exception of least-developed countries which are legally defined by the United Nations. As Members develop, they should automatically graduate into fuller applications of WTO rules, securing fair competition on world markets. Prior to reaching the appropriate levels, they would be largely exempted from burdensome rules, such as advanced standards of intellectual property protection. They could focus on investment critical to sustainable development, such as education and nutrition.

Secondly, efforts need to be made to strengthen democratic rules, both on a national and international level, in order to bring about equitable distribution of growth and benefits. What would be the role for international economic law? Democracy begins at home. Members are bound to develop democratic structures, to adjust to globalizing economic structures in their own right and way. International law is built upon the premise of national sovereignty and non-intervention. Yet, these concepts do not mean that states
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and societies need to be dealt with in terms of black boxes. The world has moved into a system of legal and de facto multilayered governance which entails shared and enhanced cosmopolitan responsibilities. International law has come a long way in the field of human rights. No longer, and rightly so, is this a purely domestic affair since human rights violations not only violate fundamental values of human dignity, they also destabilize international relations and peace in the long run. The process of constitutionalization of international law is conceptually most advanced in this field, albeit it falls short of making available efficient mechanisms of enforcement. International economic law still follows the traditions of diplomatic protection and is limited to defending interests of foreign exporters and investors. It does not enable domestic producers and consumers in a purely domestic context. Rules of transparency and judicial protection are limited to the protection of foreigners, although they may have important spill-over effects to the benefit of domestic traders alike. We need to think how the path of supporting domestic producers and consumers may be expanded in international economic law. Efforts to support the democratic processes in the field of economic regulations should therefore be made.90 WTO law should be supplemented in terms of transparency to secure and bring about deliberate modes of trade policy formulation in Member States. It should give a voice to all those affected and thus reduce anxieties and feelings of being left out. Minimal standards as to hearing interested groups, and the formation of trade associations and labor unions in civil society should be created. Monitoring of compliance should be introduced. Trade policy reviews should also focus on domestic processes. Rights to participation may eventually lead to a mechanism of enforcement under the dispute settlement system of the WTO. Within the WTO, the creation of a parliamentary assembly has been discussed by the Inter-Parliamentary Union.91 It was endorsed by the International Law Association. In the process of reforming the structures of the WTO, rendering them more suitable for enhanced regulation as opposed to progressive liberalization in a globalized economy, a parliamentary assembly will be able to create important networks and linkages to national parliaments. It will assist a process in all countries alike of enhancing the knowledge and skills of Members or parliament to engage in competent and meaningful dialogue and debate with the executive branch of government. In modern terms, international economic law, focusing on domestic and international procedures, could thereby assist in the process of democratization upon which the legitimacy of international economic law has to be built to the extent that it goes into standard setting harmonization and beyond the inherent principles of non-discrimination, transparency and progressive liberalization.
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G. Conclusions

The impact of international economic law on state and society is profound. There is hardly an area in the vast field of economic law dealing with production and trade in goods and services which remains untouched by corresponding disciplines of international law, both on the regional and global levels. Its principles are at the heart of an emerging system and doctrine of multilayered governance, seeking to see governance on different layers in an integrated and better coordinated manner. They exert important checks and balances. They restrain protectionism, unfair conditions of competition and thus state failures, often induced by stateal structures and domestic processes of decision-making and politics. They exert considerable de facto influence on stateal and constitutional structures. Often, they amount to constitutional guarantees, enforceable in international dispute settlement. These principles and rules are public goods of the greatest importance in a globalising world. They have stood the test of time for more than fifty years. At the same time, they show weaknesses which need to be addressed. International standards increasingly develop and shape domestic legislation, undermining the role of traditional legislation by challenging traditional patterns of governance and national sovereignty, without offering, at this stage, appropriate answers as to how these challenges could best be met in structural and procedural terms. While the field has been growing and expanding in recent decades, constitutional structures continue to operate under premises shaped for essentially autonomous, domestic and coherent societies. The dynamics of international economic law, responding to the needs of an internationalized and global economy, leaves us with major structural challenges. People feel a loss of control and self-determination. Domestically, power shifts to the executive branch and leave us with the challenge of developing compensatory mechanisms in support of democratic legitimacy. Courts face the challenge of finding appropriate standards of review, leaving traditions of restraint in foreign and economic affairs behind with a view to overcoming what currently amounts to a paradox of stricter review on the international than on the domestic level.

While suitable to bring about growth and prosperity in industrialized and emerging economies, international economic law fails to be sufficiently inclusive for least-developed countries. A purely liberal model of creating equal conditions of competition is no longer sustainable. Without an effort to offer better opportunities and support to least-developed countries, the system leaves them marginalized and will fail to stand the test of morality and long-term legitimacy. Different avenues should be contemplated. Effective graduation is one of them. A second track – applicable to all Members alike – reinforces deliberate democracy at home, building upon the traditions of transparency. More emphasis should be put on minimal procedural rules of democracy to be applied at home, and subject to monitoring and possibly dispute settlement in the WTO. These rules will assist in bringing about fair distribution of welfare at home. Finally, in restructuring international organizations, parliamentary assemblies should serve to support domestic processes and thus enhance democratic accountability and legitimacy of international economic law in the age of globalization. International economic law is too important a public good to be compatible about. It calls for reform in order to preserve achievements and to address deficiencies.